
Word Play

Put your love of language to the test.

How many words can you spell with the letters W-N-O? Arrange your 
cubes to spell as many words as possible before your time runs out. 
Challenge your friends and expand your vocabulary!

Ages 7+
Single Player
Word Game

Oogor’s Day

Explore Oogor’s world and help him 

make friends.

A storytelling game that lets you control the adventure. Bring characters to 
life and have them interact. How will Oogor’s Day go? It’s up to you!

Ages 4-6
Single Player
Learning Game

Mount Brainiac

Use your smarts to help Pappus get his memory back.

A suite of games for practicing spelling and math. Pappus takes care of 
letters and numbers. When Pappus loses his memory, everything gets 
mixed up. Can you help Pappus get his memory back?

Ages 7-11
Single Player
Learning Game

Booker the Penguin

Guide Booker through a dangerous world and avoid 

the hungry Owlbear.

Race through dynamic mazes. Lay a path for Booker to find eggs before 
Owlbear gets to them - or to him!

Ages 7+
Single Player
Arcade Game

Chroma Shuffle

Discover the way of the dots.

A puzzle game like no other. Arrange your Sifteo cubes to match and 
clear dots. Tilt a cube to shift the dots. Play to solve a puzzle or to rack 
up a high score.

Ages 7+
Single Player
Puzzle Game

Smörgåsbord

Make the most plates at the buffet to please the 

persnickety chef.

Based on the card game of Rummy. Exchange meats with other players 
or draw from shared trays. Finish plates and yell “Smörgåsbord!” faster 
and louder than your friends.

Ages 7+
1-5 Players
Social Game



No Evil Monkeys

Unscramble the mixed-up monkeys.

These monkeys have gotten themselves all mixed up. Neighbor and 
tilt your cubes to slide the tiles and unscramble the pictures. Taming 
these monkeys will take all your brainpower - and then some!

Ages 7+
Single Player
Puzzle Game

Blok 9

The balance of the elements can be swayed by a 

single move.

A unique twist on classic strategy games. Place pieces on the board 
(and capture your opponents’ pieces) to capture territory. Play against 
friends or against the Void. 

Ages 7+
1-4 Players
Puzzle Game

Moon Marble

Bounce from star to star with the moon.

The moon ran off to reach for the stars. The rats, thinking the moon was 
made of cheese, went after it. Roll and bounce the moon around a maze of 
obstacles. Collect all the starts to win, and don’t get eaten by the rats!

Ages 7+
Single Player
Arcade Game

The Cogwell Twins and the 
Amazing ALPHA-MATIC

Identify letters to help the twins build their machine.

A game that helps pre-readers learn to recognize letters by their 
sounds. Lay down a path and listen to letter-sounds. Identify letters to 
create new parts for the Alpha-Matic.

Ages 4-6
Single Player
Learning Game

LoopLoop

Compose music and experiment with sound.

Listen to your song grow and change as you link sounds together and on 
top of one another. Mix some LaLa and BoomBoom with a little PshPsh and 
a bit of HeeHee to create your own unique song.

Ages 7+
Single Player
Exploration Game

Matchination

Open your eyes and your mind to find the true path.

A mindbending puzzle game of finding new connections and patterns. 
Connect objects with combinations of the same shape, color, or pattern. Let 
Matchination push your pattern recognition abilities to the limit and beyond.

Ages 7+
Single Player
Puzzle Game


